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Damage assessment during search and rescue in collapsed buildings is a critical part of a USAR (urban search and rescue) operation. Four key lessons are drawn from an after-action analysis of the damage-assessment efforts during life-saving operations in Haiti performed by the ICESAR team; the first arriving USAR team in Haiti in response to the January 2010 earthquake. First, the structural evaluation format presented in the INSARAG (International Search and Rescue Advisory Group) Guidelines is a useful checklist for the urban search and rescue engineer. Second, the working relationship between engineers and rescue workers needs to develop and reach a level of mutual respect and understanding of roles and ability in order to create a working relationship. Third, engineers must receive training prior to deployment in order to function properly in a dreadful and dangerous environment, make fast and often life threatening decisions. Finally, staff located thousands of miles away can provide support to field teams by collecting building and situation information, e.g. from the internet, analyze and send it to the field.
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